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Prototype Details

We decided on a turn-based prototype since managing all enemies and our core mechanic
would be very complex in real time. This required us to discretise player and enemy movements
and actions and also the play space. For the play space we were inspired by the board game
Escape from the aliens in outer space1 to use a hexagonal grid and to hide any enemies from
the player. A GM takes the role of the computer and spawns and controls enemies but also
relays information to the player. As to not reveal enemy positions to the player the GM keeps a
list of enemy positions instead, as depicted below.

1 http://www.escapefromthealiensinouterspace.com/
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Materials
The physical prototype consists of following items:

● A hexagonal grid printed on A2 paper as depicted above
● Player/enemy models made out of play-doh/other miniatures (depicted below)
● Player view cone made out of semi-transparent paper
● Walls made out of colored cardboard paper
● Level entry/exit point markers made out of post-its
● Player health indicator made out of post-its

Rules
We created rules in the style of a board game to make our play experience consistent,
predictable and reproducible.

General
● The game is turn-based and requires two people; a player and a GM.
● The player and the GM alternate in turns. The game starts with the player’s first turn.
● The board is a hexagonal grid. Some fields may be blocked by walls and pillars.

Player
● The player enters the board on a field previously chosen. The exit is on a random field

hidden to the player. It is revealed when the player’s vision encompasses it. When the
player reaches the exit field they win.

● A cone attached to the player miniature represents the player’s cone of vision. For the
prototype this cone was 120 degrees and 3 tiles long in viewing direction.

● The player can move 2 fields per turn.
● The player can rotate an unlimited amount per turn.
● The player has 5 health at the start of the game. If the health is reduced to zero, the

player loses.
● The player can shoot at enemies in their cone of vision. This reduces the enemy’s health

by one. The player can only shoot once per turn.
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GM
● Enemies can move 3 fields per turn.
● Enemies can attack once per turn for one damage when in a field adjacent to the player.

This will reduce the player’s health by one. Elites do 2 damage. Explosives do 2 damage
in a radius of 1 field around them.

● Enemies inside the player’s view cone are visible and cannot move or attack. Enemies
not in the view cone can move and attack and are hidden to the player.

● Enemies have one health. If an enemy's health is reduced to zero it is removed from the
game. Then, a new enemy of the same type is spawned on a random field.

● Enemies within a distance of one field to the player create noise which reveals them to
the player. Explosives create a distinct sound before exploding.

● If the player is standing adjacent to more than one wall for more than one turn, they will
be attacked by a ghost enemy which will reduce the player’s health by one.

● Multiple enemies can occupy the same field.

Gameplay Experience
It took some time to get used to the rules as they restrict the player’s movement quite a bit.
However, because of these limitations, the thrill of a survival game can be experienced. Since it
is a turn-based game, it is possible to carefully analyze one's next step and try to predict the
enemy’s next possible move. Nevertheless, it is quite stressful to suddenly be made aware of
the enemy’s close presence as this forces the player to re-evaluate their future actions.

Findings
During the execution of our prototype’s game mechanic the following things became apparent:
The whole game-workflow worked well—from start to finish. The set of rules were quite easy to
understand for the player: The expected goal as well as the measure taken to find the exit were
both clear for the player.

Because of working with a turn-based game mechanic, it was a challenge to decide the player’s
level of freedom. The following rules were decided: For every turn which was the player’s, they
could move up to two tiles, rotate once and shoot once.

As the player proceeds to find the exit, the enemies are spawned into existence by the game
master. For this, random fields were used for the enemy placement. Whenever an enemy was
killed by the player, a new one would be positioned onto another random field. This spawn
mechanic may be used as a basepoint for the future realization of the game.

Unfortunately, it also creates the problem of enemies roaming on the board without ever
interacting with the player. Both the melee and explosive enemy exhibited this behavior as they
could not sense the player’s presence. We try to refine our spawn mechanic further to alleviate
this. However, as soon as the player was in sight of the enemies they would start approaching
them—as long as they were out of the player’s sight.
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Whenever an enemy was located in the player’s neighboring field, they were warned with an
audio cue from the corresponding field. These hints helped the player to revise their next steps
to reach their goal safely without being attacked.

Due to the fact that the player was already aware of the danger hiding in the walls, a
confrontation between the participant and the ghost monster did not occur. This could also be
because of the turn-based nature of the prototype, since the player cannot feel the same sense
of urgency to try and find a safe spot as with a real time game.

Design Revisions
Based on our experience creating and playing the prototype, followed by more discussions
within the team, we have decided on the following design revisions. These revisions do not only
improve the physical prototype but they are also aimed to further enhance the actual game
itself. Before experimenting with the prototype, we envisioned a static entry and a static exit per
level for our game. However, after the prototyping sessions, we have decided to utilize a set of
predefined exit points for each level and randomly instantiate one on level load. Picking a
random exit point from the pool of predefined points will prevent the player from following the
exact same route within the level every time that level is played and allow them to experience
different parts of the level, therefore improving the replayability of our game. Although it would
not be as effective, the same idea could also be applied for level entry points, again forcing the
player to follow a new path in every run.

Another design revision we had regarding the level exit points is hiding the location of the exit
point from the player instead of revealing it at level start. This is made possible by the addition
of random exits. By doing so, the game forces the player to actively search for the exit point
throughout the level and potentially experience further parts of the level layout. Our team is still
having discussions regarding the utilization of wayfinding cues for the exit points. Options are,
e.g., employing a compass which points towards the exit or providing an empty map and
revealing the location of the exit point on it. Although the latter option seems very similar to our
initial design choice, it would still create a challenge for the player since we will not be revealing
the level layout itself on the map. This, in turn, would prevent the player from possessing a
completely known path from entry to exit. However, it should be noted that this approach would
only work with the aforementioned predefined set of random entry/exit points and it might still
prove to be suboptimal since the player can still build up adequate survey knowledge after a
couple of plays. The final option, and likely the best one, is to not employ any wayfinding cues at
all and completely hide the exit point location from the player. Consequently, the level will prove
to be more challenging for the player, they will have to spend more time trying to reach the exit
point and will discover more parts of the level layout. All of these will help with the replayability
issues by preventing the player from frequently experiencing the same playthrough.

Another decision that came up while making the prototype and defining the rules was how to
move the enemies. While in the end this was left mostly up to the GM for the prototype, we tried
to emulate our base enemies being mindless and thus moving randomly unless the player is
closeby. While this was initially the idea for all enemy types, to increase the pressure on the
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player we decided that the elite enemies should be able to sense the player at all times. This is
made manageable due to there being only a few elites in each floor and they are taking some
time to reach the player each time they spawn. This puts pressure on the player to advance
through the level before they are overwhelmed by all elites reaching them. As discussed before
each enemy type has a set number for each floor since enemies are only spawned when one is
killed, and this makes it a tool for us designers to adjust the difficulty in a controlled way.

All in all the creation of this prototype generated discussions regarding the details of the actual
game. We were able to see which previously discussed aspects worked well as well as seeing
what things we have not yet discussed could be important to think about when moving forward.
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